Often these changes lead to a significantly wider range of consumer and B2B choice. The expectation among product developers is that customers will be gratified with these enhancements. However often customer satisfaction actually suffers due to user unfamiliarity with the digital distribution platform or vehicle (e.g. application software). Complaints may also increase because digital core Millenials tend to complain more.
Digitization often leads to splits in the customer base, between technology-savvy and tech-resistant market segments. Some of this is partly due to user attitudes, but often management forgets that a move toward digitization is often not a cure-all or even an improvement that will satisfy all customers. For instance, most
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Digitization is defined by Wikipedia as "the representation of an object, image, sound, document or a signal (usually an analog signal) by a discrete set of its points or samples." This definition further notes that the benefit of digitalization is allowing "information of all kinds in all formats to be carried with the same efficiency and also intermingled."
In today's digital world, it goes one step further: digitalization goes beyond information to decision logic and automated actions. Although the more publicized impacts of digitalization have involved information, digitalization has also revolutionized devices, manufacturing, tools, and services.
Direct impacts of digitization include many physical operations. Temperature controls, program trading, alarms and controls, professional services and logistical management have all been transformed. For instance, trucks and tankers are redirected due to electronic energy trading; building temperature controls have moved from stand-alone mercury thermostats to integrated computerized systems. Even already-computerized devices, such as telephone company central office switches, are now commanded via distributed digital networks that react to user needs automatically.
Digitization also has indirect impacts. The digital solution often competes with pre-digital solutions -in a sense, the new applies pressure on the old. That competitive battle requires competitive pricing. For instance, sophisticated digital traction control enables cars to drive better in the snow. The "old" solution was snow tires. Here, the price of one impacts demand and price of the other.
What is digitization?
readers (of any age) still read about 20% to 30% faster on paper than on screens², and complex digital systems can under-perform physical or analog goods in quality or reliability. For instance reliability is why Boeing continues to allow pilots to override digital "fly by wire" controls of the aircraft-Airbus design does not, which has triggered extensive discussion about safety.³ A final example: most audiophiles recognize that vinyl LP records outperform CD recordings -and certainly outperform MP3.
Management and project teams should keep three principles in mind as they develop and tweak pricing strategy to make money in a digital world:
1. Segmentation needs to reflect market evolution in a realistic manner. Digitization is usually not a revolution; rather, it is an evolution. Almost every company over-estimates the rate of change and neglects to spend sufficient time and attention on the lagging non-digital segment. Ironically the lagging segments are often the most profitable. In legal publishing industry, for instance, the legal book business contributed more margin dollars than the electronic side of the business until the early 2000s-far longer than publishers expected.
2. For the digital world, the "unit of charging" must change. Although this was the state of play in the '90s/early 00s, the future looks different. Many sectors that have already shifted toward digital production of content will no longer experience the same increases in content. Conversely, the number of distribution channels is what is expanding. Most major content providers have established digital footholds and have reallocated resources toward branded on-line sites, social media such as Twitter 4 and a mobile presence in addition to their traditional distribution channels. (An interesting question is how much "content" will be generated by the new social media -is social media a net plus or minus to content versus distribution? The answer depends on the market sector.) It is predicted that with the rise of Internet video distributors (e.g. YouTube and Netflix), collaborative sites such as Wikipedia, and social networking sites, the supply/demand balance will shift again as Internet distribution proliferates. If distribution continues to expand, most would expect the value of most distribution channels to fall over the next few years. Flat supply and increasing demand (distribution) means that the value of content may rise again.
Managing digital segmentation in this evolving digital world can seem like a simultaneous civil war plus world war with competitors. Internally, typically there are two camps: one that sees digital products as the future, and the other camp which continually reminds the other that the lion's share of earnings still depend on traditional products. Depending on the stage of evolution, one side of this civil war usually succeeds in killing the other, to the detriment of shareholders. The winning approach is to avoid putting the both camps within the same chain of command. Bell Canada, for example, found many of its acquired digital businesses (e.g. GeoCities) systematically hamstrung by management after they were subsumed within the more traditional, higher margin Yellow Pages line of business. In contrast, Microsoft separated out Xbox management from the traditional computer side of the business, and grew both.
In consumer markets, poor segmentation often exacerbates pricing, particularly when products are sold internationally. Price levels differ by country due to differences in income (demand) and the number of competitors (supply). For a mobile telephony application, prices ranged from an index of 100 in the US, to 122 in Germany, to 89 in Italy. 5 In less developed countries, the index fell to the teens, yet some global vendors fail to vary prices to the optimum of local price. (Yes, there are limits to variance due to re-import "gray goods", but the price tools can optimize that trade-off also.) Nor was the problem of price variation limited to global marketing. Within the US, similar mobile telephony price differences were apparent between college campuses and working Millennials -again reinforcing the need to segment via price structure. Such optimization is not conceptually different between digital and other types of goods; digital merely changes the thresholds.
How should a digital transition and segmentation be managed? The unit of measure for a digital product is the core pricing question -one that management often glosses over. Management must ask: what changes have occurred to what people are buying? A good example of creating new digital value is NBC News took old news archives and monetized them as educational video content. The measure of value changed completely, however: from audience viewer ratings to per classroom licensing.
To succeed in the midst of digital evolution, pricing and product management should be joined at the hip. In the pre-digital world, communication, interaction, and understanding among product management, pricing specialists, and consumers was never perfect, but imperfections were rarely fatal. Each player could "kick the tires" (understand the product) and it was clear to all what was being sold. Today, that is not possible, often because the value of the product is set by its role in work flow.
For instance, the evolution in digitization of avionics (instruments for an airplane) has changed with digitization. In the past, the altimeter, navigation, communications, and other components would be evaluated by their individual accuracy and reliability. Today, these individual components have been replaced by avionic systems -integrated cockpit information systems, whose components are more similar in accuracy and reliability than ever before. Differences among systems lie in the sophistication of the package and numerous features (e.g. 3D synthetic vision, situation evaluation, error correction, etc.), which are not as easily compared in best-of-breed dimensions. Accuracy and reliability measures, which drove older instrument prices, eventually gave way to new dimensions linked to observable features (e.g. screen size, graphic capabilities, and backup). Equally, competitive contests were often determined by how well the overall system helped pilots fly their aircraft.
Increasingly, pricing changes in the evolving digital world are not feature-driven; they are context-driven. Research for a leading financial information provider, for example, revealed that information was worth twice its normal value when it was fed directly into a portfolio trading program, versus when it was distributed to analysts and other human users.
Similarly in the B2B digital environment book prices are less and less decided on the basis of the book (hardcover/soft cover, length, etc.) but rather on how the information in the book relates to alternative media. Experience has shown that the better way to price, say, a $100 business reference handbook is to split the value of its content from the physical media (the printed volume). This suggests that B2B publishers and educational publishers:
• Sell the content separate from the bound book. Example: if you are selling a technical publication to a large firm buying 1,000 books ($100 x 1,000 = $100,000 total), sell the content for $85,000 and the books for $15 each (so 1,000 x $15= $15,000.) This initially produces the same total, but it sends an important message resulting in additional sales. The message is: "The content is what is valuable, not our printing press." Also, when companies seek electronic versions, they do not need to be re-educated on the value.
• Charge on the merits of media. If you offer a value-added platform, charge for that value add. Often supposedly "value add" platforms actually offer little value add (e.g. complex work platforms lose to simple mobile applications), and companies fool themselves where value lies. Hiding content value in an amorphous bundle with media usually destroys value; separating it out often liberates value-customers will punish vendors who appear to be "force bundling" elements. A 15-40% price penalty exacted from unwanted bundles is common.
• Don't insist on the same unit of volume! Digitalization liberates you from selling by the book, the integrated software package, the record album, the cockpit instrument, or the TV spot. Clients are often afraid that this unbundling will reduce revenues, but often we find the opposite 6 . The prerequisite to revenue gains are, however, solid understanding of market price drivers and bundle configuration.
Thus, whereas books, news feeds, and periodicals were all previously sold on a stand-alone basis, they should now be viewed increasingly as part of an overall content/media price structure:
Price drivers, of course, must be reflected in any execution plan to adapt the traditional business to the new. A key digital pricing question (related to choice of unit) is "scaling." In the predigital world, scaling often took care of itself-that is, when information buyers needed twenty tax guides, they bought twenty tax guides. In the digital world, many users can make do with a single electronic feed. Thus, the question is: how can the feed be priced so that you capture the value of many users? Again, this should lead pricers to shift their pricing focus from the product ("How much is a tax guide worth?") to the buyer context (context being: "How many tax professionals are being supported? Are they senior or junior practitioners?") Poor scaling decisions have hurt many service and information providers, including tax software, computer networking, maintenance and repair, and news gathering.
One source of under realized value is Digital Piracy, an interesting challenge. Some entertainment, business information, and educational publishers face an 80% or more loss of volume to illegal copying and distribution in certain markets and geographies. Such losses are often avoidable. Pricing can often play a role in combating illegal copying. How? To begin with: give users what they want. Several business-to-business information providers (e.g. energy, construction, legal) have found that simply allowing all customers use of information through enterprise pricing immediately eliminated cheating-and provided the information provider with an immediate uplift in revenue.
Another mechanism to eliminate illegal use and re-publication of digital content is to create a price mechanism that offers some elements of the product for free, but links other elements to a more defensible for-pay environment. The strategy is to make it harder and harder for users to cheat companies out of revenues on higher-value elements of the product. 7 In the consumer market, an example is the two-level pricing for Microsoft Xbox Live where the Silver level of play is free, but to get to the more desirable (and harder to pirate) Gold features, payment is the easier option: Another consideration that is crucial to pricing success -or at least a way to avoid a pricing disaster -is to make sure that product management and pricing proceed in parallel, an approach considered to be a best practice. Pricing is often a reaction to product plans; therefore if the product management team is overly optimistic about digital adoption the price will be wrong.
Many companies calculating the revenue "requirements" of the new system frequently over-estimate digital volume, and therefore set the price too low. Occasionally, for companies that base price on cost, the lower price may be appealing due to management's belief in the myth that digital is lower cost. This is almost always wrong: studies have repeatedly shown that in many cases digital is more expensive than legacy product when you include all costs.
To compound the digital product pricing error, sometimes management handicaps legacy product pricing. Annoyed with the burden of maintaining both digital and traditional products, management either cuts support for the old product, and/or raises its price materially to "harvest" that product (and perhaps to pay for new digital development). The result? Material under-perfor-r r mance of the digital product, due to premature release and inadequate support -and fatal harm to the traditional product line.
Unless your company has matured as a digital product developer, the better approach is to let the market decide, and to separate the price and product development on your existing product lines. Give both digital and non-digital products their best shot. This approach actually requires less effort than reorganizing all the resources to emphasize the new digital product. Typically, established products run on longstanding momentum. You don't need to kill the old to optimize the new -the market will do that when (and if) it wants.
In some sense, digitization has changed none of the fundamental rules of pricing-pricing should always reflect market price drivers. However, the penalty for maintaining "business as usual" pricing has grown with digitization. Price structures developed over decades to fit an older generation of products cannot be relied upon to perform in the new digital world. Digital price drivers (i.e. factors in the market that shape the structure and level of digital offer pricing demanded by customers) will penalize companies who do not think through the logic.
Woe betide those who adopt "price benchmarking" and try to apply rules from other companies whose strategies and value of-f f ferings are totally different from their own -those benchmarks are usually behind the times or focused on a different market with different drivers. Digital requires understanding of your consumer needs and business customer context. Another consideration that is crucial to pricing success -or at least a way to avoid a pricing disaster -is to make sure that product management and pricing proceed in parallel, an approach considered to be a best practice.
To this point we have demonstrated the financial impact and the elements of an effective approach to pricing. The professional services pricing process that follows is the day to day "how" of pricing strategy execution. It is a process that firms can integrate into their existing sales and marketing process to implement a value based approach and drive higher profitability. Figure 2 illustrates the process.
1. Price Qualify the Buyer -Successfully capturing a value price depends on targeting buyers who benefit from and are willing to pay for value. These are customers for whom the firm has the ability to deliver differential value at competitive advantage. In the real world, however, some buyers are value buyers and others are not. So the pricing process starts with price qualifying the buyer based on price sensitivity. This price qualification drives the entire pricing process. A price buyer, for example, is treated much differently than a value buyer in sales approach, offering configuration and negotiation strategy. The team then quantifies how their service offerings could impact the customer's value drivers, setting the stage for value based pricing.
Though the focus above is on value buyers, the management team should not neglect understanding value for other types of buyers. For example, it is not that the price buyer does not want value. Rather they may want narrowly scoped, undifferentiated value, e.g. "I want a business analyst to work on our marketing database for eight weeks."
Configure Offerings and Decide
Pricing -Given an understanding of the client's price sensitivity and how they will derive value from a solution, it is time to configure offerings. In the case of professional services, this is some combination of differentiated resources, commodity resources and intellectual property. The objective of the professional services management team is to construct a menu of offering choices for the customer.
The menu provides real options with real value tradeoffs for. A menu of options is critical in limiting price negotiations and discounting, forcing customers to negotiate on value delivery rather than on price.
Value delivery is then quantified for the alternative options, and price points are set to provide a sufficient economic incentive for the customers to buy. Multiple offerings give the customers options that limit attempts to price deal and result in higher margins for the professional services firm. Should the firm decide to offer any discounts, discount policy is determined at this point.
Only when the economic value to the customer and price points are established does the team look at costs to assess profitability. The team determines the resources required to deliver the specified value, and costs are estimated. In most cases the price points determined by this value driven pricing approach will exceed those of the cost based approach.
Should profitability be below desired levels, the professional ser-r r vices firm's management team has several options:
• Target different customers where value delivery may be greater and/or price sensitivity lower, allowing higher price points. • Increase price points, recognizing this reduces the client's incentive to purchase and possibly increasing customer price sensitivity (price sensitivity increases as the firm tries to capture more of its delivered value).
• Add additional services (i.e., modify the service offering menu) with services that increase value faster than costs increase, allowing higher price points and more profitable offerings.
Note that nowhere here has it been stipulated that value pricing must be fixed bid. The value based pricing approach is not a specific pricing model. Rather it is a system for setting and capturing a fair price, based on value to the customer relative to competitive alternatives, with the objective of maximizing long term profitability. So a value price may be high or low, and may be fixed bid, time and materials, or some combination.
Communicate and Negotiate
Value -A value driven customer communication plan is then developed, as well as a negotiating plan. The negotiating plan is based on the previously developed service offering menu, and forces customers to trade off options with real value differences in order to get a lower price. A key principle for value driven pricing success is making tradeoffs necessary and consequential.
Finally there is continuing value management and negotiation throughout the engagement. As Yogi Berra observed, "It ain't over 'till it's over." Evidence suggests that requirements change in a third of many professional services engagements after the proposal has been agreed to.
4
Closing Thoughts There is a growing price resistance among buyers of services; this resistance is especially acute in the professional services sector. Professional services firms have a tough assignment: convince customers to pay for their hard won expertise.
Professional services firms employing cost based pricing often fall short in convincing customers they should pay for high value service delivery. By their own actions they are inclined to increase price sensitivity among both sales people and customers, have high levels of revenue leakage, have higher than necessary sales costs and end up selling the skills of highly talented people at price-buyer rates to customers willing to pay for value. The resulting costs can be sizable.
Value based pricing processes are a proven means to manage customer price resistance and to deliver more profitable results. The process we have introduced here can be integrated with existing professional services sales processes. Profitable, value based pricing in professional services firms requires active management, but the process we have introduced here can be integrated with existing sales processes without undue effort. Active management includes the careful selection of customer segments, design of offerings for each segment and pricing practices based on value delivery to target customers.
Managers in professional services firms can often dramatically improve their business's profitability by adopting value based pricing. It certainly takes effort, but the results make the trip most worthwhile.
Endnotes:
1 -2 Details have been changed so as not to compromise the identities 3
